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Reviews / Historia Mathematica 31 (2004) 498–501 499the composition of ratios combines his own investigations with those of earlier scholars into a highly
readable account of different ancient and medieval ways of looking at these important mathematical
ideas. Also welcome is his third chapter (“Towards a History of the Sector-Figure”), which includes not
only an alternative to this theorem (an alternative known as “the rule of four quantities”), but applications
of the sector figure to problems of astronomical timekeeping and finding the direction of Mecca. (For
another application, strikingly reminiscent of Lorch’s example from the work of Ibra¯him ibn Sina¯n, see
the recent publication “Al-Kuhi on Rising Times” by Glen Van Brummelen and this reviewer in SCIAMVS
2 (2001) 31–46.)
In summary, Lorch is not only to be thanked for the effort he has put into producing this welcome
addition to scholarly sources for the study of the history of the mathematical sciences in medieval Islam
now available in English but congratulated on the results of that effort.
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When Mike, who is widely read and Gaelic-ancestored, learned that I was reading a book on Irish
mathematicians, he looked askance. “Irish mathematician? That’s an oxymoron!” A follow-up request
to several mathematicians who, though not historians, do have historical interest, asking that they name
some Irish mathematicians yielded sparse results; if they named anyone, it was William Rowan Hamil-
ton. However, it is not to be inferred from these responses that all Irish-connected mathematicians are
unknown. For example, William Thomson, certainly well-known as Lord Kelvin, was born in Belfast, but
is usually associated with Scotland (where he worked) or Cambridge (where he studied) rather than with
his birthplace. Harriot, Stokes, and Boole, while familiar as names, may not be immediately recogniz-
able as having Irish connections. As T.D. Spearman, President of the Royal Irish Academy, indicates in
his “Forward,” mathematicians with Irish associations are not recognized as such because they are often
considered collectively with their English-speaking counterparts. Thus, it is for Mike and company that
Creators of Mathematics: The Irish Connection was prepared.
This book, edited by Ken Houston, includes 18 essays on “mathematicians with Irish connections,”
men who were born in or worked in Ireland between 1560 and 1994 and are now deceased. “Mathemati-
cian” is defined loosely enough to include an “engineer–scientist” (Osborne Reynolds), two physicists
(George Francis Fitzgerald and David Robert Bates), and a chemist (Walter Heitler). The editor addresses
the absence of female subjects by remarking that there was no volunteer to write about the unnamed can-
didate.
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(6 to 10 pages) articles are primarily biographical and include a short survey of the work of the subject
as well. Each essay paints a portrait of the person well beyond the factual data that are, or would be,
contained in the Dictionary of Scientific Biography. A likeness of virtually every subject is included,
the sole exception being Robert Murphy. (There is, incidentally, a portrait of Murphy hanging in a hall-
way at Caius College, Cambridge.) Included as well are several additional photographs, such as one of
Hamilton’s Brougham Bridge.
The essays are arranged chronologically, from Thomas Harriot (1560–1621) to Patrick Brendan
Kennedy (1929–1966). P.C. Fenton writes on Harriot, who earned inclusion in this volume by virtue
of having resided in Cork for more than a decade. Fenton looks at Harriot as a historical personage, dis-
cussing the political and religious issues raised by his association with Sir Walter Ralegh. In this short
summary, the author glances at Harriot’s wide range of interests: navigation, surveying, ballistics, optics,
astronomy, alchemy. A single paragraph sums up his contributions to algebra, including his acceptance
of negative and complex roots, an idea still argued about in Britain over 200 years later.
The contribution on Kennedy, the last-born subject, is a very personal account written by a student who
became a colleague and friend. After a cursory outline of his academic career, Siobhán Vernon paints a
vivid portrait of her subject as a human and as a professional. Interestingly, it is this piece, by far the least
technical of the collection, that is the one of the most thoroughly documented. She identifies the sources
of the facts and the personal observations about Kennedy. Those personal observations are many—from
family members, colleagues, friends, and the author herself. If a professor wished to convince a student
that mathematicians are people too, this piece would most surely be on the required reading list.
In the volume as a whole documentation is minimal, with most essays having an occasional cita-
tion. Notable exceptions are Vernon’s essay on Kennedy and Derrick Crothers’ contribution on Bates
(1916–1994). Crothers’ essay is noticeably different from the others in several respects. Although there
is adequate biographical information, more than half of the text is a rather technical (for this particular
volume) description of Bates’ work in theoretical physics. The article is thoroughly documented, but the
numbered citations refer to a bibliography obtainable from the library of the Royal Society of London.
It was the editor’s intent that technical language be minimized to the extent possible in describing the
work of each subject. All but a few are quite successful in meeting this difficult standard while conveying
the flavor of the mathematics or physics done by the subject.
Most of the 17 authors (one author has written three essays, one has written two, and one essay is
jointly authored) are affiliated with or hold degrees from Irish universities. The volume is not intended as
a scholarly work, although the authors are scholars and the scholarship is well done. Nevertheless, for it
to be most useful to readers who are not professional historians of mathematics, it would be appropriate
to have a bibliography accompanying each piece. Half the essays have none, and one (Spearman on
Hamilton) refers the reader to a full text available in the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy.
One of many contributions that clearly reflect the editor’s intention is Leo Creedon’s writing on the
relatively unknown Murphy (1806–1843). The essay contains a suitable biographical sketch and an
overview of his work. Although Murphy wrote on electricity as well as pure mathematics, Creedon
adheres to the theme of the book by focusing on Murphy’s mathematics and giving a very readable
description of his work on linear operators. However, this is one of the pieces lacking a bibliography,
a significant omission, since Murphy is not found in the usual places of first search for a neophyte: the
Dictionary of Scientific Biography, the MacTutor website, or the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Had the au-
thor included even a minimal bibliography consisting of the Dictionary of National Biography entry and
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further study.
In addition to those mentioned above, the subjects are George Boole, George Gabriel Stokes, George
Salmon, John Casey, Henry John Stephen Smith, Francis Ysidro Edgeworth, George Francis Fitzgerald,
Edmund Taylor Whittaker, William Sealy Gosset (“Student”), and Andrew Young.
This book is worthwhile reading for many in addition to the laymen and students who are the explicit
audience. Creators of Mathematics: The Irish Connection is of interest to working mathematicians and
instructors in the subject who would enjoy knowing about the Whittaker of “Whittaker and Watson,” the
classic reference on transcendental functions, or the “Student” of “Student’s t-distribution.”
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